Effect of scene dimensionality on colour constancy with real three-dimensional scenes and objects.
The effect of scene dimensionality on colour constancy was tested with real scenes and objects. Observers viewed a three-dimensional (3-D) scene, or its two-dimensional (2-D) planar projection, through a large beam-splitter that projected the virtual image of a real test object (a cube or its 2-D projection) so that it appeared part of the scene. Test object and scene could be illuminated independently with high chromatic precision. In each trial, the illuminance of the scene changed abruptly from 25000 K to 6700 K and the illuminant of the test object changed either consistently or inconsistently with it by a variable quantifiable amount. Observers had to decide whether the test object underwent a change in its materials. The extent of constancy obtained in the experiment was not influenced by scene dimensionality and varied significantly with the colour of the test object. These results suggest that color constancy in the conditions tested here may be determined by local spectral quantities.